# Issue Questions, Inquiry Questions, and Chapter Content

## Key Issue
To what extent should we embrace nationalism?

### Related Issue 1
Should nation be the foundation of identity?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter and Chapter Issue</th>
<th>Chapter Inquiry Questions</th>
<th>Chapter Overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1 Nation and Identity**  | Are nation and identity related? | **What are some concepts of nation?**  
What are some understandings of nation?  
What is a civic nation?  
In what ways can identity and nation be related? | Explores various ideas about and understandings of nation and the relationship between identity and nation  
Explores the complexities of various expressions of nation and identity  
Develops understandings of how people express their identity through nation |
| **2 Shaping Nationalism** | How do external and internal factors shape nationalism? | **What are some factors that shape nationalism?**  
How have people responded to some factors that shape nationalism?  
How have people in Canada responded to some factors that shape nationalism? | Explores historical and contemporary factors that have shaped nationalism  
Explores how various people have responded to these factors both in the past and today  
Develops understandings of how people in Canada have responded to factors that shape nationalism |
| **3 Reconciling Nationalist Loyalties** | How should people reconcile their contending nationalist loyalties? | **How do nationalist loyalties shape people's choices?**  
What choices have people made to affirm nationalist loyalties?  
How can nationalist loyalties create conflict?  
How have people reconciled contending nationalist loyalties? | Explores how nationalist loyalties shape people's choices  
Explores how people have chosen to affirm their nationalist loyalties  
Develops understandings of how nationalist loyalties can create conflict and how people have reconciled contending nationalist loyalties |
| **4 Reconciling Nationalist and Non-Nationalist Loyalties** | How can nationalist and non-nationalist loyalties be reconciled? | **What are non-nationalist loyalties?**  
How do nationalist and non-nationalist loyalties contend?  
How have people reconciled nationalist and non-nationalist loyalties? | Explores non-nationalist loyalties and how these can compete with nationalist loyalties  
Develops understandings of how nationalist and non-nationalist loyalties can create conflict and how people have reconciled these loyalties |